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Prediction and Pragmatism

Prediction is an ongoing process that constantly 
evaluates an ever changing environment.  From 
this process we will see how knowledge is both 
cumulative and pragmatic in interpreting the 
present.  

We will see how prediction is a human process that 
utilises “probability judgements”.  To make 
effective judgements we must have a clear 
purpose in mind.

The purpose is linked to the context and therefore 
the judgement is subjective and pragmatic. 



Control Charts

• “The principle function of the chart is to 
detect the presence of assignable causes...

we should make the most efficient use of the 
order of occurrence as a clue to the presence 
of assignable causes...” (P:30-1:1939)



Control and Prediction

“..a phenomenon will be said to be in control 
when through the use of past experience we 
can predict… the future”



Continuous improvement?

• “ The three steps constitute a dynamic 
scientific process of acquiring knowledge .... 

It might be better to show them as a form of 
spiral gradually approaching a circular path 
which would represent the ideal case...

(P45: 1939)

(specification-production-inspection)



Going with the flow...

• Quality is not a written finality but is a 
dynamic process. It is not merely the 
imprisonment of the past in the form of a 
specification but rather the unfolding of the 
future…



The human element...

• The operation of control is in this sense a 
dynamic process involving a chain of 
actions… the successful quality engineer, like 
the successful research worker is not a pure 
reason machine, but instead is a biological 
unit reacting to and acting upon an ever-
changing environment  (1939)



Deconstructing Data Points

X  = numerical values

H                                         C
observer                             conditions

But there is variation in each of these points.



Leading to Prediction

Xn Original data as                       

ungrouped frequency                         Prediction 

Hn Cn distribution



Prediction

Original data as 
evidence E

Prediction P

Degree of belief pb in Prediction P based 
on evidence E



Past Present and Future

Previously observed Practically verifiable Only theoretically verifiable

X1, X2…X1,…Xn

Past

Xn+1, Xn+2…Xn+f Xn+f+1, Xn+f+2…

Future

Present (Shewhart, 1939:133)



A Riddle on Prediction

Knowing begins and ends in experience.

But it doesn’t end in the experience in which it begins

C.I.Lewis Quoted by Dr Walter Shewhart in 1939



Understanding prediction

“What a dull business life would be if 
everything we ventured to act upon 
should turn out to be true!” 

Lewis:1929  Mind and The World Order.



A definition of prediction (1 of 3)

An ongoing process of arguing from 
the past to the future. 

This means an interpretation of 
evidence which involves a prediction.



A definition of prediction (2 of 3)

Predictions are always 
hypothetical, and can never be 
true because of the variable 
nature of the process.



A definition of prediction (3 of 3)

In this sense, predictions are 
constantly revised in the light of 
new experience as the future 
unfolds.  Adapted from Lewis 1929



Shewhart’s Control and Prediction

“..a phenomenon will be said to be in 
control when through the use of past 
experience we can predict… the future”



We’re only human!

“The fact that we must depend upon a human 
individual to choose successfully from his 
experience those conditions that he believes 
will lead to valid conclusions through the use 
of probability theory indicates what appears 
to be a necessary human act of rational 
believing and this act is always an attempt to 
relate past evidence E with a prediction P” 
(1939:42).



A Problem with Being Human

• We’re irrational 

• We tend not to understand probabilities 



Test 1 

• A large and small hospital in one town.

• Large hospital averages 45 births a day

• Small averages 15 a day.

• Birth rate is 50% male and female.

• In a one year period the hospitals recorded 
when they had more than 60% male births. 

• Which had the most?

• Large (21) – Small (21) – Neither (53).



Test 2

• Bill is 34 years old, intelligent, unimaginative, compulsive, 
and generally lifeless. At school he was good at maths, but 
weak in the social sciences and arts.

• Rank these descriptions in order of probability.
• a) He’s a physician who plays poker
• b) He’s an architect
• c) an accountant
• d) he plays jazz for a hobby
• e) he surfs for a hobby
• f) he’s a reporter
• g) an accountant who plays jazz for a hobby
• h) climbs mountains for a hobby 



Test 3 

• Tossing a coin 

• Which of these sequences is most likely?

• HHTHHTTTHH

• HHHHTHHHHT

• HTHTHTHTHTH

• HHHHHTTTTT 



Test 4

• A student teacher has been evaluated by her class n25
and got the following average results for her 
assessment:

• Communication:  8 
• Content:                7
• Control of class:   7
• Planning:               8
• Use of ICT              7

• Predict her future performance in 2 years time using 
the same criterion.



Mental Arithmetic 1?

1×2 ×3 ×4 ×5 ×6 ×7 ×8



Mental arithmetic 2 ?

8 ×7 ×6 ×5 ×4 ×3 ×2 ×1



Answer 

40,320
What were your answers for 1 and 2? 



Shewhart invented the control chart



Being and Becoming

• Two arguments

• Parmenides or Heracleites?

• Substance or Flux?

• Being or Becoming?



Shewhart going with the flow…(1) 
"Nonstatic character of knowledge….we are 

forced to consider knowledge as something 
that changes as new evidence is approved 
by more data, or as soon as new 
predictions are made from the same data 
by new theories.  



Shewhart going with the flow…(2)

Knowledge in this sense is somewhat of a 
continuing process, or method, and 
differs fundamentally in this respect from 
what it would be if it were possible to 
attain certainty in the making of 
predictions" (Shewhart, 1939: 104).



Lewis’ Conceptualistic Pragmatism (1)

“Concepts are of the mind.  All knowledge 
is in terms of concepts, and the 
possibility of it depends upon their 
applicability to experience.  The 
application of a concept requires always 
a certainly orderly sequence in 
experience … (Lewis,1929:345,6).



Lewis’ Probability Characteristics highlighting his conceptualistic pragmatism.

1. The probability judgement does not have to be true 
– but practical – and capable of revision.

2. The probability judgement is relative to the 
pertinent knowledge of the person making it and 
this does not bar its validity.

3. The probability judgement is relative to the 
particular circumstances in which it is made, so if it 
is valid it is true for this particular instance

Probability Characteristics adapted from Lewis, 1929:346 



The process of prediction 

“the statistical prediction of the future from the past 
cannot be invalid, because what-ever is future to any 
given past, is in turn past to some future.” 

Lewis, 1929:386.



Prediction must have a purpose in mind

“The successful performance manager, like the 
successful analyst, is not a pure reason 
machine but instead is a biological unit 
reacting to and acting upon an ever changing 
environment”

Modified from Shewhart’s version in 1939.

To do this successfully you must have a clear 
purpose.



Pragmatism?

“As the performance manager 
might say, the proof of the 
pudding is in the eating”

(with apologies to Shewhart).



Four Strands to the Cranfield  Project

1. To develop predictive performance measures 
by linking measures to processes.

2. To establish dynamic correlations between 
measures.

3. To improve target setting based on 
information from above.

4. Inform decision making using  1,2, & 3



Methodology

Systems Dynamics

Process Mapping

Performance measurement

SPC



A System as a Set of Interconnected Parts 

Strategic objective:  A long and healthy life

Results
Days off sick - 45

Dead by 62?

Objective measure
 Temperature?
 Blood pressure?

Enablers
 Exercise?

 Smoke?
 Eat properly?
 Stressed?

Knowledge of the system

...What action should I take?

Subjective measure

How do you feel?
- Lousy!



A Systems View of an Organisation

Suppliers

Key Processes

Tests of 
processes

distribution

Consumer 
Research

New 
Ideas

Design and 
redesign



Performance Dashboard

../../Desktop/winchart/BrianTrain/On Time Supplies.Pwc


Dashboard

SPC Chart Drill 
Down

SPC Chart Drill 
Down



Try taking the pulse of your organisation



Some outcomes

• Needs a reliable source or real time data to be effective.

• Senior Management and Accounting profession wedded to 
their tried and tested systems and resist alternatives that 
may provide (unwelcome) insight.

• Week and Month end syndrome very dominant.

• Counter intuitive target setting.
• Flat lining
• Hockey stick graphs
• Sales and marketing causing havoc.



Case Studies

• Unilever and forecasting...



National Blood Service

• Marketing - promotions

• Blood donors

• Collection

• Manufacture/buy

• Store

• Deliver

• Use 

• Dispose



How predictable is the National Blood Service? 

Public

Potential 
donors Daily collection

Manufacture

Store and 
logistics

Hospitals External supply
because of cjd



Public
‘Head Count’

Potential 
Donors

% of Public

Daily collection
Count Volume

Manufacture
Count Volume

% lost 

Store and 
Logistics

%delivered on time 
%waste out of date

Hospitals 
Demand profile

External supply
because of cjd



Donations Run Chart



Coaching Athletes

• Resting heart rate

• Sleep

• Feel good factor

• Workload









Ambulance trust’s performance

Example of Ambulance Trust’s 
performance on category A calls.

Target is 75% of category A calls in less 
than 8 minutes.

(A goal on a goal)



Type 1 responses are gradual



Type 2 Behaviour

Marginal discontinuity at 8 minutes



Type 3 behaviour with “corrected” data

Pronounced discontinuity at 8 minutes.



Type 4 Behaviour

Indicates an attempt to improve the process.



Type 5 with a reduction in frequency
around 8 minutes

Period of reduction 
rather than a point 
of discontinuity



Media Pressure

• 2nd September 2004 Scotland achieving 56.3% of 
target of 75% within 8 minutes.  “The Courier”

• 26th February 2002 BBC News: “response times in 
Wales have worsened… Welsh average of just over 
50%



Distorting the performance...

• Trust A

• Total number of calls 20,000

• Cat A = 5000

• 75 % = 3750 target

• Achieved 4000.

• CEO received a bonus for 
exceeding target!☺

• Trust B

• Total number of  calls 40,000

• Cat A = 8000

• 75% = 6000 target

• Achieved 4000

• Therefore ‘Failing’ trust because 
only met 66% of target

• What ACTIONS should they take?



Cat A responses Time Series





P Chart Number of Calls outside 8 Minutes as a % of Total Cat A 
Calls



Marking Exam Papers

Example of using ranking to visualise the process

What was going on?



‘Flat lining’





Pass mark 
avoidance?





Run charts for the Diploma modules showing wide 
variation in performance. Source of flat lining more 
evident in D1, 3 & 4.





What’s the Problem?

Limited Paired Comparisons



USA Trade Deficit

• The US Trade Deficit for Feb 1988 was 11.4 
billion dollars.

• This was 1.4 billion worse than January

• QUESTION: were things getting worse?

• ANSWER: It looks like they were.



US Trade deficit put into context
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Some progress - but not enough

• The table helps put the trade deficit into a 
broader context.  

• But does it help us decide what actions to 
take?

• Process behaviour charts can help us 
understand what’s going on over time.  They 
help us tell a story about the organisation.



Looking good 
here

Are things getting 
worse?



Oh boy what’s 
happening?











So look 
where we 
end up!



A Poem!

• The past is History

• The Future a mystery

• Today is a gift 

• That’s why it’s called the Present


